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Roger Tolces

Biography:

Roger Tolces is a Los Angeles private investigator who specializes in electronic

countermeasures. In the past thirty years he has swept over 2500 locations

for bugs and wiretaps. In recent years his business has included helping

victims of electronic harassment and mind control. Electronic harassment

takes place if someone uses any electronic device to aid them in invading

your person or property for the purpose of gathering information illegally, or

for the purpose of causing physical harm. Mr. Tolces uses over $100,000 of

high-tech equipment to try to identify the sources of electronic harassment.

Past Shows:

Chips, Surveillance & Privacy

Wednesday February 25, 2009

Private investigator Roger Tolces spoke about the latest news in surveillance,

and privacy expert Katherine Albrecht warned of a technology called "Smart

Grid," and the increased use of RFID. First hour guest, consultant Harry S.

Dent offered analysis on the economy. ... More

Host: George Noory

Mind Harrasment

Tuesday August 5, 2008

Private investigator specializing in electronic counter-measures, Roger Tolces

discussed how surveillance and harassment has shifted from hardware to

bio-coded directed energy. After viewing secret Russian spy documents, he

believes the US is now using DNA sequencing to develop new mind control

techniques, which can target individuals as well as specific ethnic groups.

Tolces said many of his clients suffer from what is called voice-to-skull

technology (V2K)-- a relentless set of voices talking inside a person's head.

These non-stop voices can lead to physical and psychological problems for the

victim. Marcia Lee appeared for a segment discussing her case of 24/7 voice

bombardment, which centered around her apartment in New York City. She

described hearing her neighbors' voices in her head, telling her to do things

against her will, such as turning over the keys to her apartment and car to

them. The voices would also repeat things she had just said.Tolces was able to

help her ... More

Host: George Noory

Wiretapping & Data Mining

Sunday October 1, 2006

Counter-surveillance specialist Roger Tolces expressed alarm over the

increase in warrantless wiretapping and "data mining" being done by the U.S.

government under the auspices of fighting terrorism. ... More

Host: Art Bell

Surveillance & Electronic Attacks

Wednesday April 5, 2006

Electronics expert & counter-surveillance specialist, Roger Tolces returned to

discuss the increase in wiretapping and his work in assisting victims of
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electronic harassment. He commented that in the era of the Patriot Act and

increased government surveillance, now more than ever, our society has

begun to resemble George Orwell's 1984. The NSA's surveillance of US

citizens involves a staggering amount of "data mining," in which both phone

and computer communications are scanned for key words, he reported, adding

that the major telecoms allow the NSA to eavesdrop on calls without

providing any warrants.Electronic harassment typically involves using an

electronic device for the purpose of causing mental or physical harm or

stealing information, he noted. Among the more unusual technologies he's

seen used, include "dream insertion"-- in which a specific dream state is

projected into a person's consciousness and "remote sexual attack" which can

be instigated by a directed energy device ... More

Host: George Noory

Crop Circles: Meanings & Mysteries

Monday May 23, 2005

Making his debut on the show, crop circle researcher Freddy Silva presented

evidence and analysis that interwove science with metaphysics. There have

been over 10,000 reports of unusual crop formations in recent years,

spanning 29 countries, but interestingly, 80% of the incidents have taken

place in England, he said. This is because there is an association with the

circles appearing near ancient sacred spaces, such as Stonehenge, he

suggested. Additionally, Southern England sits above a deep chalk aquifer and

Silva believes that water plays a role in the manifestation process.Unusual

soil samples from crop circles can help differentiate anomalous cases from

man-made "land art," he noted. For instance, there is evidence in genuine

crop circle sites that the soil's crystalline structure has been altered by

extreme heat (around 1500 degrees) , but only for nanoseconds (otherwise

the plants would have burned completely), he detailed.He also cited the work

of channeler Isab ... More

Host: George Noory

Electronic Harassment & Mind Control

Thursday January 20, 2005

Private investigator Roger Tolces (bugsweeps.com), who specializes in

electronic countermeasures, presented updates on electronic harassment,

surveillance and mind control. He outlined how new technology, involving an

interface brain chip, is being tested on quadriplegics that allows them to

successfully control movements with their thoughts. Yet Tolces pointed out

that this research is being funded by the Defense Dept., and he expressed

concerns over how these applications might be militarized and/or misused. He

also spoke about problems associated with "electrosmog," namely the

microwave emissions coming from the increasing number of cell phone

towers. Citing the case of a woman who found herself waking at 5am, with a

racing heartbeat and unable to return to sleep, he traced the problem to her

proximity to three massive cell antennas. Tolces said that the antennas start

powering up in the early morning as drivers on the freeway multiply and

begin using their cell phones. The wom ... More

Host: George Noory

Rebroadcast: Roger Tolces

Sunday November 28, 2004

This show was rebroadcast of Art Bell's interview with electronic surveillance

expert Roger Tolces from 11/16/03. ... More

Host: Art Bell

Electronic Violations

Sunday November 16, 2003

Roger Tolces (bugsweeps.com),a Los Angeles private investigator, discussed

electronic harassment cases. In the past 30 years he has swept over 2500

locations for bugs and wiretaps. ... More

Host: Art Bell

Electronic Harassment

Thursday June 12, 2003

Roger Tolces (bugsweeps.com) a private investigator, who specializes in

surveillance countermeasures, was the guest on Thursday's show. He outlined

a variety of ways in which US citizens' privacy rights have been eroded since

the passing of the Patriot Act. "They can throw a switch and listen to all your
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phone calls," or gain access to your computer, he said, explaining that

government or law enforcement no longer has to seek judicial authorization

for many kinds of taps. It becomes a "question of who the real crooks and

criminals are," Tolces said as he detailed an astonishing array of electronic

harassment devices that he has found evidence for through his work with his

clients. Many of these people have told him they feel as though they are

being used as guinea pigs in covert experiments. One device, which could also

be classified as a non-lethal weapon, is a microwave energy beam, that can

"make people hear voices in their head," Tolces said. The voices might be

used to dire ... More

Host: George Noory
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